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ABSTRACT 
The structure of sign-solvable and strongly sign-solvable systems is studied here by 
a refinement of the graph-theoretic approach first suggested by Maybee. Both 
sign-solvability and strong sign-solvability are characterized in terms of an associated 
digraph. The problem of recognizing sign-solvability is reduced to two subproblems: 
recognizing strong sign-solvability and recognizing sign-nonsingularity. Under fairly 
general conditions on the sign patterns of A, it is possible to determine all sign 
patterns for b which render the system Ax = b sign-solvable. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Qualitative methods in matrix theory have been of interest to economists, 
ecologists, and chemists as well as to mathematicians. One notion in qualita- 
tive analysis is that of sign-solvability of linear systems. A system Ax = b is 
sign-solvable if both its solvability and the sign pattern of its solution vector x 
are determined by the sign patterns of A and b. Given a real m X n matrix 
A = (a i j), let QA denote the convex cone consisting of all matrices that have 
the same sign pattern as A. Namely, if B = ( bi j), then B E QA iff sgn(b, j) = 
sgn(aij) for all i, j. [Here sgn(aij) is -, 0, or + depending on whether aij <, 
= , or > 0.1 Let A be an n X n real matrix, and let b E R”. The system Ax = b 
is sign-solvable if it is solvable and whenever B E QA and c E Qb, then By = c 
is solvable and y 6 Q,. The system Ax = b is strongly sign-solvable [7] if it is 
sign-solvable and for every i, xi * 0. 
A central problem is that of finding a fast algorithm to recognize sign- 
solvable systems. Maybee [9] introduced a special class of digraphs (called 
sign-solvable) and suggested that they can be used to represent sign-solvable 
systems and that this representation should lead to an algorithm for recogniz- 
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ing such systems. Unfortunately this class of digraphs does not characterize 
sign-solvable systems, as is shown in the discussion following Example 2. 
Consequently, Theorems 3 and 4 in [9] are correct only if one replaces 
sign-solvability by strong sign-solvability. However, we show here that this 
class of digraphs does have a very close relationship to a more restricted class 
of sign-solvable systems, namely, strongly sign-solvable systems. That is the 
reason we chose to refer to Maybee’s class of digraphs as strongly sign-solva- 
ble digraphs. Moreover, we define another class of digraphs, which we call 
sign-solvable digraphs, and which is used to represent sign-solvable systems. 
The graph-theoretical representation of linear systems is used to reduce the 
problem of recognizing sign-solvable systems into two subproblems: recogniz- 
ing strongly sign-solvable systems and recognizing sign-nonsingular matrices, 
which are defined below. Then we outline a polynomial algorithm for 
recognizing strongly sign-solvable systems. The complexity of recognizing 
sign-nonsingular matrices is still undetermined, and is discussed in [6]. 
Another problem of interest is the following. Given a square matrix A, 
does there exist a vector b such that the system Ax = b is sign-solvable? 
Clearly, a necessary condition for sign-solvability is that det(B) * 0 for every 
B in QA. This means that every matrix with the same sign pattern as A is 
nonsingular. We call such matrices sign-rwnsingular or Lmatrices. Using a 
graph-theoretical representation of sign-solvable and strongly sign-solvable 
systems, we characterize all matrices A for which there exists a vector b which 
renders the system Ax = b sign-solvable (or strongly sign-solvable). Further- 
more, given such a matrix, we show how to find all possible choices for b. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains some known results 
concerning sign-solvable systems. Section 3 is devoted to definitions, exam- 
ples, and some properties of the two classes of digraphs mentioned above. In 
Sections 4 and 5 we show the close relationship between (strongly} sign- 
solvable systems and (strongly) sign-solvable digraphs, while Section 6 is 
devoted to the problem of recognizing sign-solvable systems. 
2. SIGN-SOLVABLE SYSTEMS 
We first present some known results concerning sign-solvable systems, 
which will be used in the sequence. A linear system Ax = b can be viewed as 
an n X (n + 1) matrix (A : b). If Ax = b is a sign-solvable system, then it is not 
hard to see that every system obtained from it by application of the following 
operations is still sign-solvable: 
(1) Permuting rows of (A : b). 
(2) Permuting columns of A. 
(3) Multiplying a row of (A : b) by - 1. 
(4) Multiplying a column of (A : b) by - 1. 
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Note that sign-solvability is not preserved under permutation of columns in 
(A : b), as is exhibited by any homogeneous sign-solvable system. However, 
strong sign-solvability is preserved even when we allow permutations of 
columns in (A: b). 
We say that a system Ax = b is in standard form if aii * 0, bi 2 0, and 
xi < 0 for every i. If A is a square matrix and for each matrix B in QA B’s 
determinant expansion contains a nonzero term, then A is potentially sign- 
nonsingular. When A is potentially sign-nonsingular the system Ax = b can be 
transformed into standard form by successive applications of the operations 
above, for every b in R”. In Section 6 we discuss an algorithm which checks 
whether a given matrix is potentially sign-nonsingular and how to transform a 
given system Ax = b in which A is potentially sign-nonsingular into a standard 
form. 
THEOREM 1 [l]. If Ax = b is a sign-solvable system, then A is sign-rwn- 
singular. Furthermore, if the system is in standard fm, then by reversing 
signs of some rows in (A : b), we can obtain the system A? = 6 where B ii < 0 
fm every i and which is sign-solvable. 
STANDING HYPOTHESIS. In this section through Section 5 we consider 
only systems such that aii < 0, xi < 0, and bi > 0 for every i. In view of the 
previous theorem there is no loss of generality in this assumption. 
Let A be an n X n matrix. Let i,, i,, . . . ,ik be a subset of (1,2,. . . ,n}. The 
sequence ai,, i,, ai2, i3,. . . ,ar,_,, ik is called a chain from i, to i,. Sometimes 
only the end points of the chain are of interest. In these cases, we denote 
the above chain by i, -+ i,. A chain is associated with a sign which is defined 
as the sign of the product of its elements. For k > 1 we define a k-cycle as the 
sequence ei,,i,yei ,i ‘...,ai~_,,i~,ai~,i,, and a l-cycle as the entry aii. Like 
chains, cycles are ‘asiociated with signs, which are defined in the same way. 
Sometimes we use the terms chain and cycle to describe the product of the 
elements in the sequence. The exact meaning will be clear by the context. 
Two known facts [3] which will be used in what follows are: 
(1) Every term in A’s determinant expansion is a product of cycles in A. 
(2) Every term in the expansion of the cofactor Aii is a product of a chain 
i -+ j and some cycles in A. 
THEOREM 2 [l, 91. The system Ax = b is sign-solvable if and only if the 
following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Every cycle in A is rwnpositive. 
(2) If bi > 0, then every chain in A terminating at i is nonnegative. 
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We say that A has a signed determinant if for every B in QA, sgn(det(A)) 
= sgn(det(B)). Condition 1 in Theorem 2 guarantees that A has a signed 
determinant. Conditions 1 and 2 guarantee that if bj > 0 then the cofactors 
A, are signed for every i. 
3. SIGN-SOLVABLE AND STRONGLY SIGN-SOLVABLE DIGRAPHS 
In this section we define two classes of digraphs, sign-solvable digraphs 
and strongly sign-solvable digraphs. As the names suggest, these two classes of 
digraphs have a very close relationship with the class of sign-solvable and 
strongly sign-solvable systems. This is explored in the following sections. 
In what follows all digraphs are assumed to have a vertex set V = {1,2.. . n} 
and no self loops. We assume that all paths are elementary (namely, they 
contain no cycles), and we consider only simple cycles. 
A signed digraph D = (V, E) is a digraph in which a sign (positive or 
negative) is associated with each edge e, j in E. An edge with which a positive 
(negative) sign is associated is called a positive (negatioe) edge. A path from 
vertex i to vertex j, denoted i -+ j, is called positive (negative) if the product 
of the signs of its edges is positive (negative). Likewise we define a positive 
(negative) cycle. Pictorially we draw a positive edge as a solid line and a 
negative edge as a dashed line. 
We say that a vertex j in a signed digraph D is a distinguished vertex if 
there exists no path terminating at j which uses a negative edge. Note that 
this definition is equivalent to the one given by Maybee in [8,9]. The set of all 
distinguished vertices in D is called the distinguished subset of D. A strong 
component which contains a distinguished vertex is called a distinguished 
component. A component which is not distinguished is called an undis- 
tinguished component. 
We say that a signed digraph D is sign-solvable if every cycle in D is 
negative. We say that D is strongly sign-solvable if it is sign-solvable and each 
strong component of D is distinguished. 
EXAMPLE 1. Each of the two digraphs in Figure 1 contains no (positive) 
cycles and hence is sign-solvable. Each has 3 strong components; however, all 
components of D, are distinguished, while D, has only 2 distinguished 
components; thus only D, is strongly sign-solvable. 
Let A be an n X n matrix such that for every i, aii < 0. Let B E QA be a 
matrix whose entries are in { - LO, 1). We define D(A) as the signed digraph 
whose adjacency matrix is B + 1. The positive (negative) edges of D(A) 
correspond to the positive (negative) entries in B + I. Note that the notions 
of chain and cycle in a given matrix A are analogous to the notions of simple 
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path and simple cycle in the corresponding digraph D(A). Thus, in view of 
the remarks proceeding Theorem 2, A’s determinant is signed if and only if 
every cycle in D(A) is negative, and the cofactor A, is signed if and only if 
every cycle in D(A) that does not pass through i or j is negative and no path 
i + j is negative. 
EXAMPLE 2. The digraphs D, and D, in Figure 1 correspond to the 
matrices 
A-1: f a], B=[i t “I; 
namely, D, = D(A) and D, = D(B). Furthermore for every A’ E QA, D, = 
D( A’), and for every B’ E QB, D, = D( B’). 
The above two examples point at some inaccuracies in [8, 91, which we 
discuss below. Note that what we call a strongly sign-solvable digraph, 
Maybee calls merely a sign-solvable graph. The reason we chose a different 
name will become apparent in the next two sections, in which we establish 
the correspondence between these digraphs and strongly sign-solvable sys- 
tems. To avoid confusion, we will put the word sign-solvability in quotes 
whenever we refer to Maybee’s notation. 
First, note that D(A) is missing from the list of “sign-solvable graphs” on 
3 points given in [8, 91, which has been claimed to be complete. The list of 
3 X3 special I/matrices in [6] can be used to construct a complete list of 
strongly sign-solvable digraphs on 3 points. The latter list is complete in the 
following sense: every strongly sign-solvable digraph corresponds either to one 
of the 3 x 3 special Lmatrices or to a matrix obtained from one of these 
matrices by independent permutations of rows and columns and by reversing 
signs of rows and columns. 
Next, note that although D(B) is not “sign-solvable,” if we let cr = 
( + 0 0), we obtain the system Bx = c, which is sign-solvable. This shows that 
. 
FIG. 1. Sign-solvable and strongly sign-solvable digraphs. 
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the digraph corresponding to the matrix in a sign-solvable system is not 
necessarily a “sign-solvable graph,” although it is sign-solvable in our sense. 
Thus the correspondence between digraphs and systems in [8, 91 is not clear. 
Theorems 7 and 9 establish the relations between the different kinds of 
digraphs and systems involved. 
Last, Maybee constructs “sign-solvable” systems from “sign-solvable 
graphs” by choosing the right-hand column to have nonzero entries exactly at 
indices i for which i is a distinguished vertex in the digraph under considera- 
tion. However, if we let bT = ( + 0 + ), the system Ax = b (A as in Figure 2 
below) is strongly sign-solvable, but b, = 0 although 2 is a distinguished vertex 
in D(A). Theorem 6 (resp. Theorem 9) shows how to append a column to a 
matrix corresponding to a given sign-solvable (resp. strongly sign-solvable) 
digraph to obtain a sign-solvable (resp. strongly sign-solvable) system. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose 1 is a distinguished component in a sign-solvable 
digraph D; then 
(1) 1 contains only one distinguished vertex. 
(2) If J is an undistinguished component, then there is no path starting at 
J and ending at I. 
Proof. Suppose i, and i, are two distinguished vertices in I. By strong 
connectivity, there are two paths i, + is and i, -+ i,. These two paths consist 
entirely of positive edges. Let i, be the point closest to i, in which the two 
paths intersect. The first and last sections of each of the above paths 
respectively, i, + i, and i, -+ i,, form a positive cycle. This establishes the 
first claim of the theorem, which is also proved in [8, 91. Suppose there is a 
path starting at J and terminating at I, and let i’ be the distinguished vertex in 
1. Then there is an edge eii with j in J and i in I which together with a simple 
path in I from i to i’ forms a simple path j- i’. This and the fact that i’ is 
distinguished imply that eii > 0. Furthermore, since J is disjoint from I and is 
undistinguished, there is a negative path from some k in D \ Z to j which is 
disjoint from I. Combining these two paths, k -+ j and j+ i’, yields a negative 
(simple) path ending at i’, which contradicts the fact that i’ is a distinguished 
vertex. n 
4. THE DIGRAPHS OF SIGN-SOLVABLE AND STRONGLY 
SIGN-SOLVABLE SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 4. Suppose Ax = b is sign-solvable. Then D(A) is a sign-solva- 
ble digraph, and if S is the distinguished subset of D( A), then {i : bi > 0} c S. 
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Furthermure, if the given system is strongly sign-solvable, then D(A) is a 
strongly sign-solvable digraph. 
Proof. The first statement is merely a restatement of Theorem 2. To 
prove the second statement, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let Ax = b be strongly sign-solvable, and let S be the dis- 
tinguished subset of D(A). lf i 4 S, then there exists j(i) in S and a positive 
path i + j(i). 
Proof of Lemma. By Cramer’s rule, 
where A, is the cofactor of aii. Suppose i is an undistinguished vertex; it 
follows from the first half of the theorem that bi = 0. By strong sign-solvabil- 
ity, for every i there exists a nonzero term in the above sum, whence there 
exists j* i such that biAi, * 0. In other words, there exists j in S such that 
A, * 0. Moreover, by sign-solvability of the system, A, is signed, and hence 
all terms in its expansion are weakly of the same sign (namely, either all are 
< 0 or all are > 0). Since A, * 0, there exists a nonzero term in the expansion 
of Aii, and since every such term is a product of a chain from i to j and some 
cycles, there exists a path i + j in D(A). Furthermore, j is distinguished, and 
hence such a path is positive. n 
We now proceed with the proof of the second statement of the theorem. 
It follows from Theorem 2 that every cycle in D(A) is negative. It remains 
only to show that each strong component of D(A) is distinguished. Suppose C 
is a strong component of D(A) which contains no distinguished vertex. By 
Lemma 5, for each vertex i in C there exist a vertex j(i) in S and a positive 
path i + j(i). Choose a vertex k in C and a vertex h(k) = & in S such that 
length( k -+ &) = min(length(i -+ j(i)) : i E C}. Observe that there can be no 
path i, -+ k, because it would imply that j, is in C. Also, since k is not in S, 
there exist a vertex m in D(A) and a negative path m + k. Either (m + k)n 
(k + &)= {k), or there exists r * k such that r E (m * k)n(k --, h). In the 
first case the concatenation of the two paths, m + k -+ h, is an elementary 
negative path terminating at a member of S, which contradicts the definition 
of S. In the second case we again have two possibilities: either r = h or r * h. 
Ifr=hwegetapathm+j, + k which contradicts the observation above. 
Ifr*hwegettwopathsm + r + k and k + r -P &. This implies that r is in 
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C, but the path + j, shorter than path k --) &, which contradicts 
the choice of k. (Note that we may have m = r.) n 
5. FROM A MATRIX TO A SIGN-SOLVABLE SYSTEM 
An n X n matrix A with a,, < 0 is sign-solvable (respstrongly sign-solva- 
ble) if D(A) is a sign-solvable (resp. strongly sign-solvable) digraph. 
Note that if A is a sign-solvable matrix, then every cycle in A is 
nonpositive. Hence, a sign-solvable matrix has a signed determinant, and in 
particular A is sign-nonsingular (an Lmatrix). 
In the previous section we have shown that the matrix A of a (strongly) 
sign-solvable system Ax = b is (strongly) sign-solvable. Given a (strongly) 
sign-solvable matrix A, it is then natural to ask the converse, namely, what are 
the possible choices for a vector b in R” (if any) which will make the system 
Ax = b (strongly) sign-solvable? The following theorems answer these ques- 
tions. 
THEOREM 6. lf A is a sign-solvable matrix, let b = (bi), 1~ i < n, where 
b, > 0 if i is a distinguished vertex and b, = 0 otherwise. Then the system 
Ax = b is sign-solvable. 
Proof, By definition, D(A) contains no positive cycles and hence all 
cycles in A are nonpositive. Whenever bi > 0, i is a distinguished vertex and 
hence all chains j + i in A are nonnegative. The result now follows from 
Theorem 2. n 
The following theorem provides a characterization of sign-solvable systems 
in terms of sign-solvable digraphs and establishes the correspondence between 
the two. Its proof follows immediately from Theorems 4 and 6. 
THEOREM 7. A system Ax = b is sign-solvable if and only if D(A) is 
sign-solvable and {i : bj > 0} c S. 
COROLLARY 8. Given a sign-solvable system Ax = b, let k be the number 
of distinguished components in D(A) and let 1 be the number of nonzero 
entries in b. Then k > 1. 
We say that a strong component C in a digraph is a sink component if 
every path that starts at C also ends at C. 
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THEOREM 9. Let A be a strongly sign-solvable matrix and S the dis- 
tinguished subset of D(A). Let T = {i E S: i belongs to a sink component}. 
Define b = (bi), 1 G i Q n, as follows: b, > 0 if i is in T, bi 2 0 if i is in S \ T, 
and bi = 0 otherwise. Then the system Ax = b is strongly sign-solvable. 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 7 that Ax = b is sign-solvable, and thus 
all terms in the expression ( * ) are weakly of the same sign. In order to show 
that the system is strongly sign-solvable it suffices to show the existence of a 
nonzero term in ( * ) for each i. Namely, we need to show that for every i 
there exists a vertex j with both bj > 0 and Aii * 0. Since the system is 
sign-solvable, the cofactors A, are signed whenever bj > 0, and hence, as in 
Lemma 5, it suffices to show the existence of a vertex j such that bj z=- 0 and 
such that there exists a path i --, j in D(A). Indeed, let C be the strong 
component containing i. If C is a sink component of D(A), then by our 
construction of b and since each component is distinguished, there exists j in 
S I-J C with bi > 0. Both i and j are in C, and hence, by strong connectivity of 
C and the fact that jis in S, it follows that there is a positive path i + j. If C is 
not a sink, there exists a sink component C’ such that there is a path from 
vertex i to every point in C’. In particular, there is a positive path from i to 
the distinguished vertex j of C’ and bj > 0. n 
EXAMPLE 3. If A is as in Example 2, then b* may be chosen as (+ 0 + ) 
or as ( + + + ) and the resulting systems (A : b) will be strongly sign-solva- 
ble. However, if we choose bT as (+ + 0), the system (A: b) is not strongly 
sign-solvable, although it is still sign-solvable and the solution vector is 
( - - 0). 
The following theorem follows from Theorems 4 and 9, and establishes the 
correspondence between strongly sign-solvable digraphs and strongly sign- 
solvable systems. The sets T and S are as in Theorem 9. 
THEOREM 10. A system Ax = b is strongly sign-solvable if and only if 
D(A) is a strongly sign-solvable digraph and T c (i: bi > O} _C S. 
Proof. We only need to prove that if Ax = b is strongly sign-solvable, 
then T _C (i: bi > O}; the rest follows from Theorems 4 and 9. Suppose k E T, 
and let C be the strong (sink) component containing k. For every i in C, if 
i + j is a path in D(A), then j belongs to C. Hence Aii * 0 only when j is in 
C. Moreover, Theorems 4 and Lemma 3(l) imply that for j* k, bi = 0. It 
follows from ( * ) that for every i in C we have xi = Akibk, and hence, by 
strong sign-solvability, we must have b, > 0. w 
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COROLLARY 11. Given a strongly sign-solvable system Ax = b, let 1 be 
the number of nonzero entries in b. Let k and m be the number of components 
and the number of sink components respectively. Then m < 1~ k. 
The following theorem provides an alternative definition for strongly 
sign-solvable digraphs. 
COROLLARY 12. Let D be a signed digraph and D,,.. .,D, its sink 
components. Then the conjunction of the first two conditions below is 
equivalent to the third one: 
(1) D has no positive cycles. 
(2) For every j (1~ j< k), Di contains a distinguished vertex. 
(3) D is a strongly sign-solvable digraph. 
Proof. The third condition clearly implies the first two. Conversely, we 
need only to show that every strong component of D is a distinguished one. 
Let C be a strong component which is a sink and whose distinguished vertex 
is j(C). Let C’ be a strong component for which there exists an edge eij from 
vertex i in C’ to vertex j in C. The edge e, j must be positive, since otherwise C 
cannot contain a distinguished vertex. Furthermore, we claim that i is a 
distinguished vertex in C’. Suppose i is not a distinguished vertex. Then there 
exist a vertex m in D \ C and a negative path m -+ i that is disjoint from C. 
This implies that the (simple) path (m -+ i)e,Jj + j(C)) is negative, which 
contradicts the fact that j(C) is a distinguished vertex. 
Order the acyclic digraph of strong components of D(A) by levels as 
follows. The first level contains all sink components. The kth level contains all 
components which are connected by an edge to a component in level k - 1 
but are not in any of the previous levels. We have proved above that all 
components in the first level are distinguished. We can now repeat this 
argument level by level. n 
6. RECOGNIZING SIGN-SOLVABLE SYSTEMS 
THEOREM 13. Suppose the system Ax = b is in standard form and b * 0. 
Then it is sign-solvable if and onoly if there exists a permutation matrix P 
such that if B = PAP* and c = Pb, then B and c are of the forms 
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where B, and B4 are square matrices of dimensions k and n - k respectively 
(1 d k d n), cl E Rk, cz E RnPk, c2 = 0, B3 = 0, and with x = (y : z), where 
y E Rk and z E RnPk, z = 0, B4 is sign-nonsingular, and the system B,y = c1 
is strongly sign-solvable. Moreover, if Ax = b is sign-solvable, then B, and B4 
can be firther partitioned as follows: B, = [ Bzl, B,,], where B,, is a k X m 
matrix with nonnegative entries and 
B B42 
B4 = B41 
[ 1 43 B 44 
where B41 is an m x m strongly sign-solvable matrix B4 is an (n - k - m) x 
(n - k - m) sign-nonsingular matrix and Bti = 0. 
Figure 2 displays the system B( y : z) = c. 
Proof. If there exists a permutation matrix P as above, then the system 
can be broken into a pair of linear systems: B4 z = 0 and (B, : B,)( y : n) = cl. 
Then det(B,) * 0 implies that z = 0 and hence that B, y = cl. The latter 
system is strongly sign-solvable and hence y = ( -, . . . , - ). This proves that 
Ax = b is sign-solvable. 
Conversly, assume Ax = b is sign-solvable. Let D,, D,, . . . ,D, be the 
strong components in D(A), and D,, . . . , Dr (r < m) its distinguished compo 
nents. Since b * 0, Theorem 4 implies that there is at least one distinguished 
component. If C is a distinguished component which contains a vertex i such 
that bi > 0, we caU C a vey distinguished component; again, D(A) must have 
a very distinguished component. Let D,, . . . , D4 be the set of all the dis- 
tinguished components which are either very distinguished or such that there 
is a path from them to a very distinguished component (1~ q < r). We claim 
that for all vertices i in D, U . . . U D4, we have xi < 0, and for all the rest 
xi = 0. Indeed, by sign-solvability, it is enough to show that for i in D, 
U . . . U D4, there exists a nonzero term in ( * ) and that otherwise all terms 
are 0. For a vertex i in D, U - -. u D,, there is a path from i to a very 
distinguished component and hence to the distinguished vertex in that 
component. This means that there exists j such that bj > 0 and there is a path 
FIG. 2. Decomposition of sign-solvable systems. 
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i -P j. The product of this path and some l-cycles in A is a nonzero term in 
the expansion of A,. Since the system is sign-solvable, A, is signed, and the 
presence of a nonzero term in its expansion implies that A, * 0 and hence 
b,A, is a nonzero term in ( * ). For every other i, if bj > 0, then j is a vertex in 
a very distinguished component; however, by our construction and by 
Lemma 3, there is no path i + j. This means that whenever bj > 0, A, = 0, 
whence all terms in ( * ) are 0 and xi = 0. 
Let k be the number of vertices in D, U . . . U Dq, and if q < r, let m be 
the number of vertices in D, + i U . . . U II,. We can renumber the vertices in 
D(A) so that the first k vertices will be members of D, U . . . U D,, the next 
m will be members of the other distinguished components, and the rest will 
belong to undistinguished components. The renumbering induces a permuta- 
tion matrix P. Let B = PAPT and c = Pb. A vertex i with k < i < n belongs to 
D ~$0. q+l U D,, and hence by our construction and by Lemma 3(2), there 
is no path from i into any member of D, U . - . U Dq, that is, there is no path 
i + j with 1~ j< k. This implies B, = 0. Lemma 3(2) implies also that 
B4a = 0. If bj > 0, then j is a vertex in a very distinguished component, and 
hence 1~ j< k and cs = 0. Furthermore, every path into a distinguished 
component is positive, and hence the entries in B,, are nonnegative. Let 
y E Rk and z E RnPk; the system B(y : z) = (ci : cz) can be broken into the 
pair of systems: B4z = 0 and (B, : B,)(y : z) = cl. By sign-solvability and by 
our construction, z = 0 and y = ( - , . . . , - ); hence B4 is sign-nonsingular and 
the system B,y = ci is strongly sign-solvable. n 
While proving Theorem 13 we also proved the following: 
COROLLARY 14. If Ax = b is sign-solvable, then xi < 0 for every vertex i 
of D(A) which belongs either to a very distinguished component or to a 
distinguished component from which there is a path into a very distinguished 
component; other&se xi = 0. 
It follows from Theorem 13 that the problem of recognizing sign-solvabil- 
ity can be partitioned into two subproblems: that of recognizing sign-nonsin- 
gularity and that of recognizing strong sign-solvability. The first problem, 
recognizing sign-nonsingularity, amounts to determining whether a given 
signed digraph contains a positive cycle. The complexity of this problem is 
still undetermined, but the complexity of some related problems is discussed 
in [6]. The second problem, recognizing strong sign-solvability, is solvable in 
polynomial time. To determine whether a given system is strongly sign-solva- 
ble, we need first to transform it into a standard form (if possible), and then 
to check that i satisfies the necessary and sufficient conditions of Theorem 10; 
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that is, we need to check that D(A) is a strongly sign-solvable digraph and 
that T c {i : bj > O} c S. We now discuss each of the steps involved. 
1. Tran.sj&ming the system into a standard jii. First we need to 
check whether A is potentially sign-nonsingular, namely, whether there exists 
a nonzero term in the expansion of A’s determinant. To that end, we 
construct a bipartite @-colorable) graph B(A) in the following way: if A is of 
dimension n x n, then B(A) has 2n vertices and for 1 <i < n, an edge 
connects i to n + j iff a, j * 0. The existence of a nonzero term in A’s 
determinant expansion is equivalent to the existence of a perfect matching in 
B(A). An algorithm for finding a perfect matching is due to Karp and 
Hopcroft [5], and its time complexity is 0(n2,5), where n is the number of 
vertices in the digraph. If a perfect matching is not found, then the system is 
not strongly sign-solvable; otherwise the perfect matching defines a permuta- 
tion matrix P, and if PAP* = B then bii f 0. With c = Pb, the system Bx = c 
can be transformed into standard form by first solving it and then properly 
multiplying B, c, and x by diagonal matrices in the following way: Let 
D = (dii) and L = (Zii) be diagonal matrices where dii = - 1 if xi > 0 and 
dii = 1 if xi d 0, Zii = - 1 if either ci < 0 or (ci = 0 and bij > 0), and Zii = 1 if 
eitherci>Oor(ci=Oandbii<O).LetC=LBD, y=Dr,andd=Lc.The 
system Cy = d is in standard form [l]. The time complexity of solving a linear 
system is the same as the time complexity of matrix multiplication. The time 
complexity of the most efficient algorithm for multiplying two matrices is 
0(n2.495) [2]. All other operations which are performed involve multiplica- 
tions by a diagonal matrix or by a permutation matrix, which are easily done 
in 0( n2), whence the time complexity of this step is 0( n2.5). 
2. Recognizing strongly sign-soluable digraphs. As mentioned before, 
the complexity of deciding whether every cycle in a given signed digraph is 
negative is not determined yet. However, using the fact that each strong 
component in a strongly sign-solvable digraph is distinguished, we can replace 
the condition requiring that no cycle be positive by the condition requiring 
only that no cycle use only positive edges. This observation was first made by 
Hansen [4], who then used it to design an algorithm which recognizes 
strongly sign-solvable digraphs and whose time complexity is O(mn). Using 
Hansen’s observation, S. Maybee [lo] found an 0(n2) algorithm for the same 
purpose. 
3. Checking that T c (i : bi > O} _C S. The existing algorithms for recog- 
nizing strongly sign-solvable digraphs also find the set S. The strong compo 
nents of D can be found in 0(n2) steps using a depth-first search technique 
[ll]. Using matrix representation of the digraph, both finding the sink 
components and checking the inclusion conditions can be done by a sys- 
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tematic scanning of its entries. Thus the time complexity of this step is 
O( 72 + m). 
The analysis of each of the steps above shows that the time complexity of 
recognizing strongly sign-solvable systems is 0( n2,5). 
The author wishes to thank Temence Bone, Victor Klee, and Richard 
Ladner for many help&l discussions and comments. Thanks are also due to 
the referee, whose comments permitted an improvement in the presentation. 
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